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EDITORIAL
"Light shines in the darkness"
Welcome back!
It is wonderful to greet you all after such
a long time. I would first like to apologise
for the delay in getting this issue out. It
goes without saying that this year has
been a challenging time for us all,
however despite the challenges, we have
experienced many joys and connected
with each other in new ways.

The theme for this issue comes from
John 1:5 (NIV) - "The light shines in
the darkness, and the darkness has
not overcome it." There has been so
much light shining through the
struggles of this pandemic and I hope
this issue of Rise serves as a light to
you all.
If you would like to contribute any
thoughts, poetry, articles or prayers please email rise@cofchrist.org.uk.

Leanne Grooms

Views expressed in this magazine are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of Community of Christ.

SCRIPTURE
Dwelling in the word is a spiritual practice. It can be done on your own, or
as a group. Read the scripture aloud. Pause in meditative silence. Read it
again. Are there any particular words, phrases or images in the passage that
you feel led to explore or think about? Be open to what the Spirit may be
guiding you to discover. If you're partaking in this practice with someone,
why not share some of your thoughts? Or maybe write them down.

John 1:1-8

1-2 The Word was first,
the Word present to God,
God present to the Word.
The Word was God,
in readiness for God from day one.

3-5 Everything was created through him;
nothing—not one thing!—
came into being without him.
What came into existence was Life,
and the Life was Light to live by.
The Life-Light blazed out of the darkness;
the darkness couldn’t put it out.

6-8 There once was a man, his name John, sent by God to point out the way to the Life-Light.
He came to show everyone where to look, who to believe in.
John was not himself the Light; he was there to show the way to the Light.

THE MESSAGE

MEET...
ANDREW FOX
Hello! I’m Andrew and I am the President
and Financial Officer of the British Isles
Mission Centre of Community of Christ. It
has been my joy to serve as an employed
minister of the church for the past 22
years. During that time, in addition to my
current roles, I have served as youth
minister for the British Isles and as
financial officer for the Western Europe
and Eurasia Mission Centres.
I was recently asked what my vision is for
the church in the British Isles. Whilst I am
aware of the many hopes I have for the
church, trying to articulate this into a
clear vision statement has proved to be
quite a challenge. When I first took on the
role of Mission Centre President, I said
that my primary aim was to be an
enabler, and this is something I have
endeavoured to do. So, I was pleased
when one member of the Mission Centre
Leadership Team kindly shared how she
perceived my vision, “[It] seems to be to
allow the Spirit to lead us as we grow and
evolve possibly in many directions for
now! A time to experiment is a vision.”
My passion is people and, linked to this, I
want to be part of a church that helps
make the world a better place for people.
Reflecting on the things happening in the
mission centre and congregations at this
time, it is clear to me that there is much
that we are already doing to improve our
world and the lives of people. I also
strongly believe that, as we work to make
the world a better place, our Christian

faith should inform our words and deeds.
My vision is rooted in the Mission Centre
themes of the past three years. In 2019
we explored what it means to become
Community of Christ. This led us to
explore in 2020 how we might make a
difference and this year we have
ventured out on a journey in trust. As I
have looked at our focus scriptures of
the past three years, I am particularly
drawn to specific parts of each one:
Community of Christ is your identity
and calling … do not be afraid to go
where it beckons you to go.
Live, love and share as Zion.
The cause is sure and the Spirit will
bear witness to the truth.
My vision is also rooted in the Enduring
Principles of Community of Christ. Whilst
I believe each of the enduring principles
is important and that they all come

THE MISSION
CENTRE PRESIDENT
together to create a whole, I am conscious
that, in discussions and classes I have led in
recent years on the enduring principles,
the two principles that most people identify
with as being central to their faith are ‘the
worth of all persons’ and ’the blessings of
community.’
Bearing all of this in mind, I have kept
coming back to one sentence which sums
up my vision. This isn’t where I expected to
end up, specifically since it isn’t my own
sentence but one that many will already be
familiar with, but I feel it sums up my vision
better than any new statement that I might
come up with.
My vision for Community of Christ in the
British Isles is that we will proclaim Jesus
Christ and will promote communities
of joy, hope, love and peace.
I look forward to journeying with you as we
seek to fulfil this vision.
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YOUR STORIES

your thoughts
GOD IS GOOD
By Lynne Colman
One of the songs I love to hear is ‘God is
Good’. The lyrics tell us that we should sing
it, shout it, celebrate, and never doubt it,
especially when we consider how much God
loves us. I’m always asked why I am still
smiling even though my life is limited by my
disability. I wouldn’t be honest if I said
everything in my life is rosy, however God’s
love for me has given me an assurance that
he will take care of me. I love the saying
“when one door closes another door opens”
and that has been so true for me. My limited
mobility has given me time to enjoy learning
how to paint and this has been such a lovely
thing to do. Here is a little sample of the fun
I’ve had.

Lynne submitted this article in August 2020. Sadly, Lynne passed away in January 2021.
She was an inspiration to so many and will be greatly missed.

BETTER DO IT NOW,
THAN WISH IT DONE
By David Frost

For example, and in modern words, don’t store
up for yourselves earthly treasures which can
be lost, stolen or depreciate, but store up
treasures in heaven which thieves can’t steal,
and which can’t wear out. In other words, we

When I was about 11, my Scottish Grandad

are being challenged to re-assess what it is

gave me a leather pencil case and on it

that we value most. “Where your treasure is,

engraved in gold letters, “Better do it now,

there too will be your heart,” Matthew 6 says, or

than wish it done.” I still have that pencil case

"what matters most" is another way of thinking

and I treasure it more as the years go by. I am

of it.

looking at it right now. You see I know the
type of man who gave it to me. Victorian,

The biggest challenge is to be found towards

seemingly severe but actually very kind, a

the end of the chapter where having told us

man of principles and a devout Christian. A

not to fret about the basics of life such as will I

man who would rather go 2 stops past the

have enough food, clothing, warmth etc., we

bus stop at which he wanted to alight if that

are told “Seek not the things of this world, but

is what it took to wait for the conductor to

seek first the kingdom of God and his

take his bus fare.

righteousness and all these (other) things will
be added unto you.” This is a huge challenge

I have made that slogan one of the guiding

and also a wonderful promise. This is a “better

principles of my life. If you have a task to do,

do it now, than wish it done” sort of challenge.

especially one that is difficult or unsettling,

This could also be a “do the most difficult thing

do it as soon as possible rather than brooding

first” sort of challenge. It doesn’t mean we have

about it. If you have been thinking of a kind

to give up hobbies or recreational activities. It

or thoughtful act, do it now rather than

doesn’t mean we should become “bible

wishing it done.

thumpers” as the phrase goes but it does put
the emphasis on making our faith the hub of

In business life I tried to adopt the same

the wheel around which all other activities

principle, perhaps enlarged to, if there are a

rotate and find their place.

number of tasks awaiting your attention, then
do the most difficult one first. There’s always

When faced with such challenges, is it time to

one that you don’t fancy doing! Having done

ask ourselves “what would Jesus do”? What did

the difficult one, the rest seem far easier.

Jesus do and what is he asking us to do?
Putting the right thing first means we can’t go

The same sort of principle is found in the

wrong. I wonder how many of us can truly say

Sermon on the Mount and particularly in

we put God first and if we do, how consistently

Matthew, chapter 6. That whole chapter is a

do we do that? There may be untapped and

challenge to us to get our priorities right.

untold blessings awaiting those who do.

FINDING CHURCH IN
THE MIDST OF A
PANDEMIC
BY LEON JAMES

I was recently asked to share about how I've
found being a part of Community of Christ,
having never been able to experience it in person.
I found Community of Christ because of
lockdown. Lockdown gave me the chance to
explore my faith. I was previously a member of

HOPE BEING BORN
BY ERICA BROWN ROSADO

the LDS church, but changes in their policies
meant I didn't feel comfortable staying a

For the recording of my video for the World Church

member. A friend recommended Community of

Advent service, I was asked to choose a location

Christ to me because of how inclusive they are.

that I thought would enhance my message. It
could've been a congregation or outdoors but

I've found that taking part in this church has been

nevertheless I chose my bedroom. Why? Because

a positive experience. As someone who suffers

due to the pandemic, here is where I’ve been

from severe anxiety, walking into a new church

spending most of my time.

without already knowing someone can be hard
and usually triggers an attack. Being able to ease

Something that has really helped me with this

myself into church over zoom, first making new

situation are the online worships and fellowships

friends at the young adult worship, YOUnity in

that we have been having. It is something that I

Community, and then going on to join

really appreciate given that I don’t have the

congregational worships with those friends, made

opportunity of going to church every Sunday or to

it a lot easier for me. In addition to this, knowing

Bible study every Monday, as I'm sure is the same

that I can be who I truly am without fear of

for many others. This way I am capable of pretty

judgement has helped.

much every weekend connecting to a different
fellowship, worship or workshop from any part of

I've been able to explore my faith and

the world. I have also been able to participate in

relationship with God without being pushed to

many projects which I wouldn’t have been able to

progress to baptism or to make commitments to

before. I’ve had the opportunity of meeting many

change.

other people from different places and sharing
with them in Christ.
In Community of Christ, I somehow always feel at
home, wherever that may be. It is precisely in this
pandemic situation where I have seen hope being
born thanks to the overwhelming effort we are
putting in to seeing each other and learning from
the Bible together. We have proved that although
being apart, we are closer than ever and we are
more aware of how we treat each other and try
harder to see one another. I think that being aware
of this has let us deepen more our relationships
and I believe that this is why we are one step
closer to the creation of Zion on Earth.
Today I see hope being born in Community of
Christ.

DOWN THE ALLOTMENT IN
LEICESTER
ANDREW BOLTON
We intentionally bought a house, 5 minutes walk from

what to grow, plant, and when to harvest? Paul

the congregation, and also backing onto some

expressed that it was freedom especially in COVID-19

allotments. That way we can nip through a back gate

lockdown. You are naturally socially distanced and the

and be weeding, sowing, planting and harvesting in

pandemic is forgotten.

less than a minute. Leicester is a city of many
immigrants, so we fit in; me from the north of England,

For some having an allotment is therapeutic. Michael, a

Jewell from the USA. There is also diversity on the

steward, found support as he battled successfully to

allotments. After working abroad for 25 years in four

recover from cancer. John (from Poland), Julia (from

countries, we came back to Leicester to continue

Zimbabwe), Elisabeth (from Poland) and Akram (from

enjoying that international, multicultural experience

Nabulus, Palestine), said the exercise in fresh air was

right on our door step.

good for them. Two people with diabetes said the
same. Soni said, “I relax my mind” as he clipped
coriander and methi for curries. Amy, born and bred in
Leicester, reflected, “It’s an escape, a little sanctuary
from day to day life. I lost my dad and grandad in the
last few months. Things still go through my mind, but I
am better at de-weeding them here.” Norberto a
retired waiter, from Spain decades ago, said simply,
“It’s peaceful here.” Sonia, a foreigner originally from
Nottingham, succinctly summed up: “It’s good for body
and soul.”

Out through the back gate onto the allotment

I was nosey about our neighbouring allotment
gardeners, so I interviewed about 30 people over the
summer and autumn – the last one yesterday. It’s a
delightful way of getting to know people better! My big
question was to find out why they had an allotment.
What did they say?
“Freedom!” said Paul, Mick, Tony, Elton and Liz
emphatically. In each interview it caught me by
surprise by the delighted force that each one said the
word, “Freedom!” I wondered is it the freedom of
working class people holding land again at a
wonderfully low rent? Is it the freedom to be your own
boss, to make personal decisions about when to work

Michael

For many, like Agrippa among his white maize and

Agniesszka, from Poland, spoke of growing up helping

pumpkins, there is the satisfaction of growing their

her grandmother in a big garden of vegetables, apples

own fresh food, with great taste and without chemicals

and flowers. Her grandad was a beekeeper.

on them. Many times connection with nature was
mentioned, like Burhan, a Kurdish Iranian, and H Patel
who was born in Kenya. After working as a lorry driver
on 12 hour shifts it is a huge relief for him to come to
the allotment and hear birds sing, he said. His wild life
plot is wonderful to behold in spring with hundreds of
bulbs and horse chest nut flowers, and in midsummer,
with buddleias and butterflies, wild roses, apple and
ash trees.

Mariya

Lawrence and Madeleine, some of the kindest people I
have ever met, value the social life on the allotment.
Amy said “I like the community spirit.” “Socialising!”
stated Herbert as he skillfully cut the maize stalks with
one expert slash during the interview.

H. Patel

There is a sense of coming home. Rebekah said,
“When I am here I feel at home. When I come off my
night shift, I can’t sleep until I come here.” For those
who had grown up on the land there is reconnection.
Rhoda concurred, “I feel I am in Africa, at home,
although it rains more in Leicester than in Africa!”
Mariya, who climbed Mount Kilamajaro (19,341
feet/5895metres) last year, shared, “I was born in
Zimbabwe, grew up in a village, and worked on the
land. This is returning to my roots. I am telling my
mother what I am doing!” Lithuanian Milda said of her
mother, Monika, “She is from the village, and so enjoys
relaxing as she gardens. She doesn’t have to speak
English on the allotment! She feels at home as she
grows outdoor cucumbers to pickle for the winter.”

Madeleine and Lawrence

There is a large range of ages from young Amy and
Agniesszka to Charlie, who began having an allotment
in 1964 and has been on this particular plot for 30
years. Charlie comes in on his electric scooter these
days, but he used to be a train driver, learning first on
steam engines. He once drove the Queen and has
other stories to tell. Keith has a well kept plot now for
35 years. Then there is John Rafal, a fit 89 year old
also with stories. Born in a Polish village that is no
more, a refugee via India, he came to England as a 16
year old in 1947. He was held in 7 different camps until
moving to Leicester in 1956.

Rhoda

Rhoda, Agrippa, Julia, Herbert and Rebekah. They
grow white maize, pumpkins for the leaves as well as
fruit, and sometimes with sunflowers lighting up their
plots. They are skillful, don’t mess around, and use
different tools like the big hoe. They have successfully
adapted to British growing conditions as their
productive plots amply demonstrate. I have mentioned
H.Patel as a soulful gardener in touch with and caring
for nature. There is also, “No dig Julie” who has also
impressively transformed her two plots over 3 ½ years.
She mulches paths with wood chips, and planting
Amy

There are beginners like Amy. She confessed, “Last
year I just stumbled around, then over winter planned
things in my head. This year is much more planned
and structured.” Alex is a beginner too, but a chef, “I’m
planning recipes in my head”, he murmurs as he digs
productively. Then there are two friends, Leicester
born and bred, Paul and Graham, allotments side by
side, who are really serious gardeners, with decades of
experience, with dads before them. I appreciate their
friendliness and they are happy to generously share
advice - although Graham won’t tell me the variety of
his 45 pound pumpkin!
There are the serious farmers from Zimbabwe –

areas with straw to keep the weeds down. She is
inspired by “No dig” Charles Dowding – an organic
vegetable growing guru. “It looks good!”, I admit. She
says with a grin. “I let the earth worms do my digging.”
Belgrave Allotment Society has gardeners from many
nations as well as those born and bred in Leicester.
Gardeners from all over, cultivating plants from the
global garden. I think of where our garden plants
come from originally - they are all immigrants to these
islands:
Sweet corn, tomatoes, potatoes, strawberries,
courgettes, pumpkins, squashes, French and runner
beans, sunflowers, marigolds and dahlias from the
Americas.

From the Mediterranean, Middle East and N. Africa:

Jesus, as we are both disarmed by a common

leeks, beetroots, Swiss chard, broad beans, peas,

connection to the earth. On our allotment immigrant

lettuce, and spinach.

meets immigrant as well as local.

Raspberries, black currants, gooseberries, parsnips,

Allotment gardening is a language spoken, in different

carrots, brassicas, and pansies from nearer home in

dialects, on a common earth. It’s a language that

Europe but stretching to Asia. Apples, pears, plums,

brings us together, brings us home, wherever we come

cherries from East European mountains, Kazakhstan,

from. I think of the words of a song, that sings of an

and China.

ancient hope:

Cucumbers are a gift from India. Chrysanthemums are
a beautiful present originally from China, but with also
the contributions of over a thousand years of breeding
in Japan. Comfrey is given to us with love from Russia.

“Everyone ‘neath their vine and fig tree, shall live in
peace and unafraid.”
(Micah 4:4 and the camp song.)

Flourishing global allotments in Leicester, of people
and plants from all over the world, make this hope

If we were to rely on our native plants in Britain, all we

real. Part of the peace and justice of Zion is that

would have is seaweed and mushrooms. That’s it!

everyone can have an allotment garden, no matter
where they are from and treated as a human.

Akram from Palestine

There are about 36 verses about welcoming the
stranger in the Hebrew Bible, for instance, “You shall
not wrong a stranger or oppress him, for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt” (Exodus 22:21). In the
New Testament the stranger could be an angel, or
Jesus (Hebrews 13:2; Matthew 25:35-46).

Liz and Elton

[A version of this article was first published in Allotment &
Leisure Gardener - The membership magazine for the
National Allotment Society Issue 1, 2021 pages 50-53
https://online.flipbuilder.com/cwao/dlkt/]

As I interviewed people on the allotment, it was a
spiritual experience. I did sense Jesus in those I talked

Andrew Bolton, Plot 28, Belgrave Allotment Society

with. The immigrant is an opportunity to encounter

janotlob@gmail.com

PEACE COLUMN
My Experience
of Non-Violent
Protest
BY MICHAEL CLARKE
In September 2020 I got to go to
London with Andrew Fellows. Thank
you for making that possible Andrew.
You see I care about climate change
and so does Andrew. We are both
members of Extinction Rebellion but
more importantly, Christian Climate
Action, which I prefer to Extinction
Rebellion. I feel more at home with
Christian Climate Action. Because of
my depression I am not keen on
leaving my home, but I felt that it was
right for me to go. With prayer and
Andrew and friends from Chesterfield
XR I would be okay.
During my time there we joined in lots
of non-violent actions. The first
meeting with others from Christian
Climate Action was in St James Park.
We marched to Westminster Square to
meet up with the Extinction Rebellion
marchers, people from different faiths,
old, young, children, Rowan Williams
ex-Archbishop of Canterbury,
Buddhists, Muslims all together. It was
fantastic. There must have been more
than 300 people there.

When we got to Westminster Square we
joined maybe another 300. You could
see a sea of coloured flags.
One at the front of the march was the
flag I painted for the Chesterfield and
Derby Peregrines group. It was a
proud moment for me to see that flying.
The whole march reminded me of
Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks and
Gandhi, who did the same thing before
us in a peaceful way.
Some people from both groups sat
down in the road. I could see lots of
police stopping the march. It was like
watching an old film about Roman
soldiers in large numbers controlling
the event. But this was the police, in
their high vis jackets. I have done a
drawing showing this. People were
getting arrested after being warned to
move, but they were not violent in any
way. It was amazing that people were
willing to get arrested to show how they
feel about climate change. On that
march we walked in the footsteps of
Martin Luther King, Gandhi, Rosa Parks,
Jesus and all those involved with nonviolent actions. I have more to share.

Artwork by Michael Clarke

Peace be with you all,
Michael
Clay Cross

Artwork by Michael Clarke

REMEMBRANCE DAY A GERMAN PERSPECTIVE
BY HENNING MÜLLER

On November 11th, 1918 representatives of the German

-democrat Philipp Scheidemann had declared the

Empire and the French and the British Allies met in the

“German Republic”. A revolution had been victorious,

woods of Compiègne close to the village of Rethondes in

and it had been peaceful. A day of celebration, indeed.

Northern France to declare the mutual armistice that
would end World War 1. By that time almost 10 million

It would seem as a coincidence that it had also been a

soldiers from 24 nations had lost their lives, slaughtered

November 9th in 1989 when Germans from the East and

on the battlefields of Belgium, Northern France and

from the West climbed the wall in Berlin that had

Russia. Fueled by a nationalism nothing short of

separated their city for 28 years drank Champagne

religious, the German empire and its allies had hurled

together, and embraced. This image of the German

the world into global war, and, when it was all over, had

masses standing on the graffiti-sprayed wall below the

been adjudicated the entirety of the war guilt. A war that

Brandenburg gate still serves as the archetypal image of

had nonetheless been the yearning of both sides and had

a modern-day peaceful revolution and the power of a

been the product of complex political entanglements and

people that seeks to be united.

a century of rampant colonialism.
When he led the commemorative ceremony to institute

What could possibly lead another president of the

the National Day of Mourning on November 11th, 1922,

Reichstag, Wolfgang Thierse, to declare in the year 2000,

and in his role as president of the German Reichstag,

“The 9th of November is a cursed German day”?

Paul Löbe exclaimed: “To alleviate suffering, to heal

Why is it that November 9th would never have become

wounds, yet honour the dead, mourn the lost, it means

the most sacred national day of celebration? Because it

turning from hatred, it means turning towards love. And

was also on November 9th, 1923 when Adolf Hitler had

love, our world so desperately needs.” But from its

led his troop of National-Socialist comrades in a coup

inception the holiday had remained a mixed bag as a

against the Bavarian Government in his attempt to

national remembrance holiday to commemorate the

repeat the success of Benito Mussolini’s March on Rome.

fallen.

And it was also on November 9th, 1938 when hordes of

It would only be a few years until reality would catch up

SA paramilitary forces stormed Jewish Synagogues and

with him. Löbe’s words of peaceful admonition would be

businesses in the November Pogroms in the Night of

forgotten and a new and even more venomous

Broken Glass.

nationalism would arise. The holiday would be

Thierse proceeded to exclaim: “I find it simply out of

repurposed in honor of our “heroes” by Joseph Goebbels,

place when the Germans stand in queues for beer and

Minister of Propaganda.

sausages on a day when we commemorate the Pogrom
Night.”

Today, our National Day of Mourning spans the war guilt
of two wars and a suffering impossible to put into words.

Being stripped of even a healthy patriotism is not

The images of a Wehrmacht army blasting their way into

natural for any people and its identity formation and

Poland, Russia and France leave the German

reformation. It certainly is not natural for a people that

Remembrance Day an impossible day to celebrate with

had defeated the Roman Armies and had them build

poppies of any colour.

walls to protect them from the furor teutonicus. A nation
that stood to defend the Christian faith for a thousand

Another date, another social-democratic president of the

years at the crossroads between the East and the West

German Reichstag, another mixed bag: The 9th of

and the Antique and the Moderne and that has been the

November has been called “the most German of days". It

cradle of the Reformation and many arts and sciences.

was on a 9th of November in 1918 when the German
Chancellor Max von Baden had proclaimed the

Germans have not simply ignored our collective guilt

resignation of the German Emperor and the social-

and turned our backs on our deeds like other peoples

have done. But instead, we have reflected on it
incessantly and for generations, the dark night of our
soul open for everyone to see. We owned it and we rose

...“For just and

above it in full view of everyone's pointed finger at "the
German”.
But still, growing up in the 70’s I had been taught in

unjust, a place at

school to “beware of the beginnings”, only to find myself
in a society and culture that essentially considers all
potential beginnings in any acts of violence, deceit and
oppression in all its forms as not comparable to Naziism.

the table, abuser,

The atrocities of the Third Reich were so unspeakable
that even an honest reflection of its causes was not
possible. For Germans, the “beware of the beginnings”exercise regrettably still proves impossible in relation to

abused, with

any other setting than the question of Anti-semitism,
even to this day.
Today, there is something that we are more vulnerable

need to forgive,

towards than our crippled national borders, the loss of
lands which have been German for many centuries and
which now belong to foreign nations, and our destroyed
cities and destroyed families. It is our shame that we are
capable of perpetrating such unspeakable crimes against
humanity and devise such a perfect industry of
genocide. In the depth of our soul we Germans still wish
to be seen to be loyal to our leaders and our principles.
To be known as reliable and worthy to be trusted is our
highest virtue. So much so that for centuries even raising
the question of whether the object of our loyalty was still
deserving of it was seen to be one of the greatest of
heresies.
And so, true reconciliation and repentance remain
dishonest and incomplete for us!
Perhaps, we might consider to stop and wait for just long
enough and listen for what God has to say about any of
this. True reconciliation, the one that Christ offers - or
whatever name the Germans are prepared to give him -

in anger, in hurt,
a mindset of
mercy, for just
and unjust, a
new way to live.”

might have our darkest moments in our history
embraced as much as our most glorious ones. Both
forming a part of who we are - in need of reconciliation.

- Community of Christ Sings 285
For Everyone Born

One day we might be able to truly celebrate a German
Remembrance Day on a 9th of November. Perhaps, we
might not celebrate by standing in queues for beer and
sausages, but...

Henning Müller, 01. November 2020

MISSION STORIES
THIS STORY CAN BE FOUND ON WWW.COFCHRIST.ORG/MISSION-STORIES

ALONG THE
ROADSIDE
WRITTEN BY CHITO MAGABILIN, PHILIPPINES
One Sunday at noontime, as I was heading home from a
worship service, I saw a woman who seemed to be crawling
in the dirt along the road. I pulled over, hopped down from
my truck, and went to offer help.
“No thank you, sir. I’m OK,” she said.
While talking with her,
Then I understood why
heart when she said, “I
me to the other side of

I noticed her physical condition.
she was crawling. It touched my
am waiting for my husband to carry
the creek.”

You see, the woman is a polio victim, married with one
child. She was waiting to cross the creek back to their
house, perhaps a hundred yards away.
We said our goodbyes, and I went home, carrying that
encounter deep in my thoughts. So many things were
swirling in my mind. As I was reflecting, I remembered the
story about Jesus healing a woman who had been afflicted
for years. But this woman said she was OK. I told myself, if
only she would have asked me to carry her to the other
side of the creek, I would have done it.
That encounter began a new church mission in her
community weeks later.

With the help of one church member in the community
where the woman lives, I crossed the creek and formally
visited her home. It was a joyful and pleasant reunion for
both of us. I learned her name: Mila. She shared a lot of
things about her life. One thing struck my heart. She said:
“I have never been to a church since I was christened.”
At one point, I looked at her as she sat on the dirt floor,
with a big smile and a baby on her lap. I thought, “This is
who she is, a child of God.” Because of her condition, I
wondered if anyone had noticed her worth as a person. Did
she need healing? Obviously, the answer was yes because
she had not received the benefits of being in a community
that would embrace and love her.
My visits to Mila and her husband, Joel, became more
frequent. They were always full of inspiring conversation
and sharing about our church’s mission. With the help of
my wife, Josie, they and six other adults and young people,
lovingly and faithfully accepted our invitation for
fellowship, hymn singing, Bible studies, and studies on
church principles of faith.
Gathering in Mila’s small yard became an important part of
her life, and she was grateful for each moment of hearing
the gospel. In the shade of a mango tree, she became the
cornerstone of our gatherings as a community began to
emerge. She started to invite others in the neighbourhood
to join us.
Soon, we needed a larger place to meet. We wanted to
build a chapel. The overflowing generosity of people
resulted in donations of land, materials, and funds for the
first phase of construction.
Gatherings of church activities such as worships and other
meetings are being held in the homes of church members
while the chapel is being built. Construction is only partly
done, and we’re looking to the local community to help
complete the building in coming months.
The atmosphere of the gathered people is compelling,
strong, and full of God’s Spirit, helping them journey
toward becoming the newest congregation of our church in
the Philippines. Mila, Joel, and 35 others have been
baptised within the community, and I know our mission
will yield many more.

LET US PRAY

Prayer

By Jake Goodier

Lord we gather today with a shared vision,
A vision of community,
A vision of unity,
A vision of peace.
We pray for peace between the nations,
An end to wars and terror.
We pray for peace within the nations,
An end to the political infighting that has plagued so
many countries recently.
We pray for peace within our cities,
An end to discrimination and social injustices.
We pray for peace within our communities,
The end of poverty and sickness.
We pray for peace within our homes,
An end to the often petty squabbles we have with our
families.
Lord, we pray for peace within ourselves,
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Lord, let your peace fall upon us and make us
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PA

your all encompassing, everlasting peace.
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Amen.

MISSION PRAYER
GOD, WHERE WILL YOUR SPIRIT LEAD TODAY?
HELP ME TO BE FULLY AWAKE
AND READY TO RESPOND.
GRANT ME THE COURAGE TO RISK SOMETHING
NEW AND BECOME A BLESSING
OF YOUR LOVE AND PEACE.
AMEN
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